Home Learning Pack for Year 3
Week beginning 11th May
This pack does not need to be printed. Pupils can work through the pack using their
own pad/exercise book. Pupils can gain extra support by scanning the QR codes
throughout this pack with a supporting device such as a phone/ipad. Simply open
the camera from your chosen device and scan the code.

Day 1 – Day 5

Mental Maths

Complete the multiplication wheels and learn by heart each day one of the times tables on the wheels below.

Day 1

Core Learning

Working out degrees of missing angles in triangles

Last week we learned about the different types of angles, their names and the names of different triangles based on
1) their lengths and 2) on degrees of their angles.

Today’s key learning: all angles in a triangle ALWAYS add up to 180 degrees.
One strategy to solve the calculations on the next page, you will need to add the numbers in an angle
that you know as given to you and then take away the answer of your addition from 180! So it is a twostep problem. Remember to use the column method as easier.

Scan and view the QR code above for guidance and then solve the missing angles in triangles.

(Task continues on the next page)

Remember when you see a ‘square’ in an angle it is 90 degrees.
*Number 11 is a challenge because you have just one number…but if you remember, isosceles triangle have 2 equal angles so if one is
75 degrees, the angle beside it is also 75 degrees! So add these two angles together, whatever is the answer to this, take away from 180.

Daily Reading
Day 1 – Day 5 To read a book of your choice for at least 10 minutes every day and then discuss what
you have read with a person in your household.

Day 1

Literacy

Using the comma to add extra information (clauses)

The comma has various jobs in a sentence. One of its jobs is to add extra information, making meaning clearer for the reader. The extra
information given in a sentence has a comma placed on either side.
Example: Miss Jones, our headteacher, enjoys playing the piano.
Notice how the highlighted words give extra information and have a comma on either side. This is called a clause. If the clause is taken
away the sentence still makes sense. The clause simply gives more information.
Another example:
The policeman, who had been running for 5 minutes, had to take a rest.
You can see where the two commas have been used to add a clause. A clause is an extra piece of information.
The sentence could have said: The policeman had to take a rest.
But a clause makes the sentence more detailed.

Now you try. Copy the sentences into your book and then work out where the commas need to go and add these in.
1. The little girl who was wearing a red dress got up and left the room.
2. The cricketer wearing his new helmet was ready to go out to bat.
3. Everybody including the people wearing blue should leave through the red door.
4. My pizza which had tomato and cheese on it was the best I’ve ever tasted.
5. The oldest boy in school who happened to be the smartest won the monthly cup.
6. That old chair which has been sitting here all the time had the winning ticket on.
7. The man clutching his bag tightly shouted at the thieves.
8. A tree swaying violently in the wind suddenly fell on the roof.
9. Henry an experienced cyclist found the route easy.
10.Millions of people even old ones are learning to use computers.
11.My last thought just before I fell asleep was how much I was dreading tomorrow.
12. An enormous creature covered in mud and dripping with water appeared out of the mist.
13. The kitten a beautiful tabby was quite enchanting.
14. Judy my mother and Tom my father went to visit grandad.
15.Laura my older sister and Jane my best friend played a game of snap.

Now you have a go at adding some extra information in each sentence. Remember to use your commas.
1. The car drove the wrong way.

2. The old lady crossed the road.
3. Harry approached Dumbledore.
4. The strong winds slowly faded away.

Day 1

Geography

Discover which animals are native to the British Isles. Where are red squirrels thriving? Which animals are native
only to England and Wales? What can you find at the Brecon Beacons National Park? Let us find out a little
more about some of the animals in the four nations of United Kingdom.

For each day of this week there will be information about some of the animals living in the unique environment of
the British Isles.
Task: Read the information given about some of the animals chosen for each day.
Select one and draw/create a poster with some of the information you think is important, such as their habitat,
length and mass at birth or as an adult, what they eat, years they can live to and any other interesting facts.
You may want to carry out some more research of your own. The trick is to make the poster colourful and
display information in an eye catching way! Don’t forget to draw the animal on the poster.
On the next page is an introductory passage. Have fun and be creative!

In Scotland…

Or…

Day 2

Core Maths

Angles on a straight line

Angles on a straight line also always add up to 180 degrees, like yesterday’s learning on angles in triangles always
adding to 180 degrees. Try solving these out below.

Challenges number 10, 11 and 12! Remember, a ‘square’ is 90 degrees. Also for these numbers, you need to add three
numbers together and whatever answer you get you then subtract the answer from 180.

Day 2

Literacy

Commas for fronted adverbials

We have used fronted adverbials in our sentences in class. Let’s recap. Fronted adverbials can be a word or a phrase
written at the start of the sentence that gives us more information on how, when or where of an action taking place. The
fronted adverbial is always followed by a comma. Here is an example:
At midnight, there will be a fireworks display for New Year’s Eve.

Scan the QR code and view for a further recap. It starts by first explaining what an adverbial phrase is, then it continues by
showing how a fronted adverbial means that the adverbial phrase is written at the start of a sentence, followed by a
comma. Now complete the task on the next page.

Copy the sentences below in your book and underline the fronted adverbials. Clue: each one should answer the how,
the when or the where of an action.
1. Patiently, we waited for the show to begin.
2. While the comedian told jokes in the den, a singer performed in the living room.
3. Since I got my new glasses, I can see what I am reading.
4. Quickly, I sold the strawberries.
5. Whenever I go to that mall, I have a hard time finding a parking place.
Now place the comma in the correct place after each fronted adverbial in each sentence. You need to copy the
sentences in your book first.

Now try writing four sentences of your own and for each one start with a fronted adverbial.

Day 2

Geography

(The task instructions are in the geography section on Day 1)

In England…

Day 3

Core Maths

Angles as a measure of turn

Before we start learning about angles as a measure of turn, we need to recap what is meant by clockwise and
anticlockwise direction. Scan and view the QR code below for the quick recap.

Now let’s go over angles using the hands of a clock. Remember what 90 degrees looks like? So what would 90° + 90°
(=180°) look like on a clock face? What would 90° + 90° + 90° (=270°) look like? We call these right angles as a measure
of turns depending on how many right angle turns: ¼ turn 90, ½ turn 180, ¾ turn 270 and 4 right angles as a complete
turn at 360°

In your book draw the circles with any round object, then using a ruler copy the line for each circle as above. Now draw
other corresponding line as instructed above and on next page.

Look at the person in the diagram. He is facing the circle. Use the language for measure of turns for each of the
questions below as well as the diagram showing you the ¼, ½ ¾ and 4 right angles complete given 2 pages prior.

Day 3

Literacy

Commas in a list

We have been learning about some of the different ways the comma in sentences is used in Day 1 and Day 2 above.
Now we will be looking at using the comma when we write lists.
If we are writing about just two items we do not use a comma but if we are writing a list of more than two items then
we use a comma to separate each item except before the last item when we use the conjunction and (UK usage here).
For example, instead of writing:
I will need eggs and milk and butter and chocolate powder and flour for the cake.
The sentence above does not sound right. It has too many ‘ands’! Instead of the ‘ands’ we can replace these with
commas except between the last two items where the conjunction and should be used without a comma before it.
So the above sentence should look like this: I will need eggs, milk, butter, chocolate powder and flour for the cake.
Notice how after chocolate powder and flour there is no comma! That is because they were the last two items that were joined with the
conjunction and.

Here is another example where the conjunction ‘ands’ were replaced by the commas:
My trip will include seeing Paris, Brussels, Rome, Madrid and Athens.
Now you have a go and replace the ‘ands’ with the commas in the sentences below. Remember not to use a comma
between the last two items where ‘and’ is used between the last two items.
1. The packet contained red and blue and green and yellow felt tips.
2. At the top of the football league table were Birmingham and Manchester United and Arsenal and Aston Villa and
Chelsea.

3.

Violins and recorders and drums and guitars were all set out in the music room.

4.

Britain is made up of England and Scotland and Wales and Northern Ireland.

5.

The tube was full of purple and green and yellow and red Smarties.

6.

George had sandwiches and crisps and chocolate and cakes in his packed lunch box.

7.

Leah had invited Alex and Josh and Matthew and Oliver and Denis and Danielle to her birthday party.

8.

The children at the zoo saw monkeys and hippos and tigers and lions and a big polar bear.

Now using the pictures below, write each sentence in your book using commas with and between the last two items. It
gives you the starter words above to help you.

Complete the sentences below for further practise in replacing some of the ands with the commas.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Emily bought a pen and a pencil and a rubber.
Alf had some paper and a ruler and a book in his tray.
The room was dirty and smelly and very dark.
The flowers were red and pink and yellow and white.

Day 3

Geography

(The task instructions are in the geography section on Day 1)

In Wales…

Day 4

Core Maths

Right angles measure of turn

Let’s reinforce yesterday’s learning using right angles for measure of turns: ¼, ½, ¾ and 4 right angles complete turn
with each of their respective degrees shown below.

¼

½

¾

4 right angles complete turn.

Start

Finish
Half a turn clockwise
Full turn anticlockwise
Half a turn clockwise
Half a turn anticlockwise
Quarter turn
clockwise
Quarter turn
clockwise
Quarter turn
anticlockwise

Follow each instruction and draw the arrow where it should be facing for each one in the grid above.

Day 4

Reading Comprehension

Please read the extract below. Then answer the questions in complete sentences on the next page.

Now read a second extract on the next page.

Please answer the questions on the next page in your book.

Day 4

Geography

(The task instructions are in the geography section on Day 1)

Choose which animal from the following pages.

In The Isle of Ireland…

Day 5

Core Maths

Addition and subtraction using exchange

Copy and solve the sums below. Remember to exchange where necessary. The first sum has been done
for you.

Now solve the subtractions sums below. Remember to exchange and amend the ones, the tens and the
hundreds where necessary.

Day 5

Literacy

Prefixes

A prefix is a letter or a number of letters placed in front of a main word or root
word that changes the meaning of the root word. For this week the prefixes will be:
sub, inter, anti, auto, super and we will revisit prefix ‘re’.
On the next page you will see examples of each one of the above prefixes placed in
front of root words. Underneath each of the prefixes you can read how the prefix
changes the meanings of root words. For example, rewrite has prefix re placed in
front of the root word write and it changes the meaning by asking someone to
write something again.

Copy in your book the words below and underline the prefixes in each one.
redo
reapper
rewrite
subway
rewire
autobiography
recycle
reappear
subconscious
recharge

return
autograph
reassemble
superpower
intergalactic
supervise
superman
submarine
international
internet

subconscious
recharge
automatic
interact
autocorrection
antiseptic
rebuild
anticlockwise
intervene

Use what you know about the root word and the definition of the prefix to help you define these words.
re– means ‘again’ or ‘back’.
recharge
rewire
revise
rebuild
reappear
recycle
rewind
return
reassemble
refuel
sub– means ‘under’.
subway
submarine
subscribe
submerge
subordinate
subconscious
inter– means ‘between’ or ‘among’.
interact
interferer
international
intervene
intergalactic
internet

Super – means ‘above’.
superb
superhuman
superpower
superman
superstar
anti-means ‘against’.
antivirus
antiseptic
antidote
anticlockwise
antifreeze
auto- means ‘self’ or ‘own
autobiography
autograph
automatic
autocorrection

Day 5

Geography

(Task instructions in geography section on Day 1)

On the following pages animals and insects from the four nations…..this one can be found in England.

In Scotland

From Wales…

